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	My iPod touch, 9780789742391 (078974239X), Que, 2009
Covers OS 3.0
 

Step-by-step instructions with callouts to iPod touch photos so that you can see exactly what to do.

Help when you run into iPod touch problems or limitations.

Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your iPod touch.

 

Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your iPod touch working just the way you want. 

Learn how to:

 

•   Make the most of Apple’s newest iPod touch 3.0 software

•   Connect your iPod touch to Wi-Fi networks and the Internet

•   Move content onto your iPod touch

•   Synchronize your iPod touch with a computer, MobileMe, or Exchange

•   Listen to music, podcasts, and other audio

•   Watch movies, TV shows, music videos, and video podcasts

•   Surf the Web and email

•   Create, manage, display, and edit contacts and calendar entries

•   Store, view, and share your photos

•   Find, install, use, and maintain iPod touch applications

•   Customize, maintain, and troubleshoot your iPod touch

 

BONUS MATERIAL: Find additional tasks and other helpful information on this book’s website at www.informit.com/title/9780789742391

 

About the Author




Brad Miser has written extensively about technology, with his favorite topics being the amazing “i” gadgets, iPod touch and iPhone, that make it possible to take our lives with us while we are on the move. In addition to My iPod touch, Brad has written many other books, including My iPhone, 2nd Ed.; Easy iLife ’09; Absolute Beginner’s Guide to iPod and iTunes; Special Edition Using Mac OS X Leopard; Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Homeschooling; Teach Yourself Visually MacBook Air; and MacBook Pro Portable Genius. He has also been an author, development editor, or technical editor on more than 50 other titles.

 

Brad is or has been a sales support specialist, the director of product and customer services, and the manager of education and support services for several software development companies. Previously, he was the lead proposal specialist for an aircraft engine manufacturer, a development editor for a computer book publisher, and a civilian aviation test officer/engineer for the U.S. Army. Brad holds a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering from California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and has received advanced education in maintainability engineering, business, and other topics.

 

In addition to his passion for silicon-based technology, Brad likes to ride his steel-based technology, aka, a motorcycle, whenever and wherever possible. Originally from California, Brad now lives in Brownsburg, Indiana, with his wife Amy; their three daughters, Jill, Emily, and Grace; a rabbit; and a sometimes inside cat.
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Computation Engineering: Applied Automata Theory and LogicSpringer, 2006
The computer hardware and software industry is committed to using formal methods. As a result, it is crucial that students who take automata theory and logic courses retain what they have learned and understand how to use their knowledge. Yet many textbooks typically emphasize automata theory only, not logic, thus losing a valuable opportunity...


		

Hands-On Bitcoin Programming with Python: Build powerful online payment centric applications with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Simplified Python programming for Bitcoin and blockchain

	
		Key Features

		
			Build Bitcoin applications in Python with the help of simple examples
	
			Mine Bitcoins, program Bitcoin-enabled APIs and transaction graphs, and build trading bots
	
			Analyze Bitcoin...




		

Sencha Touch Mobile JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012


	Since its initial launch, Sencha Touch has quickly become the gold standard for

	developing rich mobile web applications with HTML5. Sencha Touch is the first

	HTML5 mobile JavaScript framework that allows you to develop mobile web

	applications that look and feel like native applications on both iPhone and Android

	touchscreen...




	

Functional Programming in R: Advanced Statistical Programming for Data Science, Analysis and FinanceApress, 2017

	Master functions and discover how to write functional programs in R. In this concise book, you'll make your functions pure by avoiding side-effects; you’ll write functions that manipulate other functions, and you’ll construct complex functions using simpler functions as building blocks.





	In Functional...


		

A Radical Approach to Real Analysis: Second Edition (Mathematical Association of America Textbooks)The Mathematical Association of America, 2006

	In the second edition of this MAA classic, exploration continues to be an essential component. More than 60 new exercises have been added, and the chapters on Infinite Summations, Differentiability and Continuity, and Convergence of Infinite Series have been reorganized to make it easier to identify the key ideas. A Radical Approach to Real...


		

Moodle 1.9 for Second Language TeachingPackt Publishing, 2009
That word Moodle keeps cropping up all over the place - it's in the newspapers, on other teachers' tongues, in more and more articles. Do you want to find out more about it yourself and learn how to create all sorts of fun and useful online language activities with it? Your search ends right here.

This book demystifies Moodle and...
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